
     The topic of Defensive Statistics came up one 
day on the Tower of the Sun Forums.  People 
were asking why higher level characters were able 
to get up from mortal wounds because they 
simply had higher hit points (endurance).  A 
discussion ensued during which I proposed the 
inclusion and modification of the Star Wars 
RPG’s vitality and wounds points system.

I tossed the idea around a bit after making some 
posts on the subject and decided that I would 
make a concrete adaptation of these rules for use 
in the Lone Wolf RPG.

Definitions

Endurance Points:  These are the standard 
Endurance or Hit Points we are all accustomed to.  
They increase at each level gained depending on 
the Endurance Die of the respective Class

Wounds Points: Wounds points are a measure-
ment of how effective a PC can continue to be in 
combat. Wounds Points indicate direct physcial 
damage regardless of what the character’s current 
endurance total is.  The maximum Wounds 
Points a given character can have is equal to their 
Constitution score.

Wound Saving Throw: A wound saving throw is a 
Fortitude save.  The DC of this save is always 
equal to 5+ the number of points the character is 
below their maximum Wound Points.

Critical Die: The unmodified die portion of a 
critical hit.  For example Summercrow wields a 
sword into combat against a Giak and scores a 
critical hit (meaning the second roll was successful 
as well)  When going to roll the damage against 
the Giak, Summercrow would roll 1d8x2.  The 
Critcal Die is the 1d8,  This is Wound damage

Non-Magical Combat

Inclusion of wounds points into non-magical 
combat is quite simple.  In order to represent the 
damge inflicted by crtitcal hits any creature who is 
struck by a successful critical hit will take Wound 
damage on top of Endurance damage. Using the 
example above, when Summercrow completes

his attack on the Giak, he rolls 7 on his d8.  Therefore he 
would inflict 14 points of Endurance damage to the Giak 
and 7 points of Wound Damage.

The other way it is necessary to include wound damage 
in melee combat is to show the effects of massive damage 
on the physiology of the body.  Anytime a player loses 
half of his current Endurance total to a single blow he will 
receive Wound damge equal to 1/3 of the total damage 
dealt.  For example Summercrow falls off an 80ft cliff and 
hits the ground blow which inflicts 45 points of Endur-
ance Damage to him.  Summercrow’s total Endurance at 
the time of the fall was 80 so therefore he would take 13 
points of Wounds Damage.  (45 x 0.3 = 13.5).  Always 
round fractional vaules for Wound points down due to 
the low total most characters will have.

Magical Combat

The basic functionality of Wounding will remaing the 
same for Magical combat with a few exceptions.  The first 
being for Magical effects that allow a Reflex saving throw.  
If a character is struck with a magical attack that allows a 
reflex saving throw and that throw is successful then the 
chracter has successfully avoided the danger of taking 
wound damage of any form.  The second condition is 
that of mass damage which functions identically to non-
magical damage.

Acting While Wounded

A player who is wounded may take any action they are 
normally entitled to.  However in the course of a round 
the player must roll a Wound Saving throw for each 
partial action that is taken or 2 saving throws if the Full 
Round or Full Move actions are selected.  If the character 
fails the throw he falls to the ground unconscious.

Furthermore anytime a character is reduced to 0 Wound 
Points he falls to the ground unconscious and at -10 the 
character is dead.  This is regardless of current Endurance 
totals.

Notes

Creatures immune to crtical hits do not have a Wounds 
point total.  Wound points are healed at a 1/3 rate 
compared to Endurance points except when magically 
healed.  Healing may be divided between Endurance and 
Wound healing by the player at their descretion unless 
directed by he GM.
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“Why is it that that a level 20 knight can fall off a cliff, dust himself off
and be on his merry way?”
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